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A. INTRODUCTION

D. M. Larson was born on December 2, 1971 in Spokane, Washington. Without Cable 

TV in the house, Doug began to occupy himself with writing. He began writing at age 13. He 

attended Cheney High School in Spokane and in 1988 his first play "Nicolas Brooks," won first 

place in the youth division at the Spokane Civic Theatre Forum Festival. Doug also met his wife 

at Cheney High School. Doug participated in a playgroup called "Tailors of the Imagination" 

starting in 1989. At 17, he produced and directed an extended version of "Nicolas Brooks" called 

"Who Loves a Writer" as well as a retelling of Dr. Jekyl and Mr. Hyde. In 1990, my play "A 

Man and His Plant" was produced at the Spokane Civic Theatre Forum Festival in the adult 

division. The play went on to win third place in a national contest and then was published by the 

Dramatic Publishing Company as a part of an anthology "Short Stuff for Mature Actors." 

(http://cabotforensics.tripod.com/dmbocazlarson/id3.html)

He then went to Witworth College in Spokane. He recieved two bacholer degree's here:in 

Education and in English. Doug Larson married Kim Bocaz in 1992, after graduating college. 

They chose to combine their last names to create Bocaz-Larson. Kim and Doug both teach 

school and first taught in Idaho. They then moved to Chili, South America to teach English. Now 

they live in New Mexico. Since 1992, Doug has taught all grades from elementary to college in 

these various locations. Doug and Kim started an acting group in New Mexico: the Poco Loco 

Players. Doug is in this group.

On March 4,2003, Emma Anne Bocaz-Larson was born to this couple. Right now Doug 

teaches at New Mexico State Universaty. He teaches History, Theatre, and is in charge of the 

computer department. Even with this busy life, Doug still finds time to write plays and act in 

plays with his group. Doug and Kim enjoy traveling. 

In 2008, he started a new series about War Veterans. The series has been featured by 

Apple iTunes and YouTube. The most successful episode has been "Saving Lives in World War 

II" which won an Emmy Award in 2009 for best Advanced Media Historical Documentary 

(Rocky Mountain Region).

(http://freedrama.net/bio.html)

http://cabotforensics.tripod.com/dmbocazlarson/id3.html
http://freedrama.net/bio.html


Some of his works are:

1. “Looks Get In The Way”

2. "Nicolas Brooks"

3. "Pearls of Wisdom"

4. “Grace”

5. “A Solitary Witness”

6. "Saving Lives in World War II", etc.

B. CAPITALISM

In Capital: Critique of Political Economy (1867), Karl Marx proposes that the 

motivating force of capitalism is in the exploitation of labour, whose unpaid work is the ultimate 

source of profit and surplus value. The employer can claim right to the profits (new output 

value), because he or she owns the productive capital assets (means of production), which are 

legally protected by the State through property rights. In producing capital (money) rather than 

commodities (goods and services), the workers continually reproduce the economic conditions 

by which they labour. Capital proposes an explanation of the “laws of motion” of the capitalist 

economic system, from its origins to its future, by describing the dynamics of the accumulation 

of capital, the growth of wage labour, the transformation of the workplace, the concentration of 

capital, commercial competition, the banking system, the decline of the profit rate, land-rents, et 

cetera.

Thought Capitalism an economic system who are social and political philosophy based 

on the principle of private property development and maintenance and expansion of the ideology 

of freedom. This system has a lot of havoc on the world's birth. But he continued to conduct 
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pressure-the pressure and interference in the political social and cultural to the nations of the 

world.

The principles of Capitalism

   * Looking for advantage with a variety of ways and means but who are prohibited from 

countries blatantly corrupt society because like heroin and the like.

    * Deify private property with paving the way wide open so that everyone mobilize 

existing capabilities and potential to increase the wealth and maintain it . Because it made a 

suitable regulations to improve and launch a business and there is no state interference in 

economic life except within the limits of who who is required by the general rules in order to 

strengthen security.

   * Perfect Competition

.

   * Price system in accordance with the demands of the demand and need and rely on the 

regulations who lowered prices in order to control the commodity and its sale.

Forms of Capitalism

   * Capitalism trade who appeared in the 16th century after the abolition of the feudal 

system. In this system a businessman raised the output from one place to another in accordance 

with market needs. Thus it serves as an intermediary between producers and consumers

   * Because-born industrial capitalism underpinned by advances in the industry with the 

invention of the steam engine by James Watt in 1765 and looms in 1733. All that has generated 

the industrial revolution in Britain and Europe ahead of the 19th century. Industrial capitalism is 

upright on the basis of the separation between capital and labor that is between man and 

machine.

   * System Cartel agreements are major companies in the international market share. This 



system gives the opportunity to monopolize the market and squeeze the widest. This flow spread

in Germany and Japan

.    * Trust System is a system who formed a company of various firms competing 

for these companies capable of producing strong to control and dominate the market.

Thinking and Other Beliefs Flow naturalism is the basis of capitalism who is 

actually calling for the following matters

   * Economic life conformable to the nature of the system who is not man made. With 

such properties will be able to realize the development of life and progress simultaneously

.

    * There is no state interference in economic life and restrict their duties only to protect 

persons and property and maintain security and to defend the country

.

    * Economic freedom for each individual in which he has the right to pursue and choose 

who work in accordance with his will. About freedom as a principle is expressed in a very 

famous  with the slogan "Let him work and let him pass.

   * The belief of capitalism against the freedom of limitless who has brought chaos beliefs 

and behaviors. This gave rise to various conflicts in the West who then struck the world as a 

result of the emptiness of thought and spiritual emptiness.

   * Low wages and high demands who encourage each family member to work. 

consequently broken kinship and social joints among them collapsed.



MATREALISM

In philosophy, the theory of materialism holds that the only thing that exists is matter; 

that all things are composed of material and all phenomena (including consciousness) are the 

result of material interactions. In other words, matter is the only substance. To many 

philosophers, not only is 'physicalism' synonymous with 'materialism', but they use both words to 

describe a position that supports ideas from physics which may not be matter in the traditional 

sense (like anti-matter or gravity).[1] Therefore much of the generally philosophical discussion 

below on materialism may be relevant to physicalism. Also related are the ideas of 

methodological naturalism (i.e. "let's at least do science as though physicalism is true") and 

metaphysical naturalism (i.e. "philosophy and science should operate according to the physical 

world, and that's all that exists"). The philosophical alternatives to materialism are some forms of 

monism (besides the materialistic monism), dualism and idealism.

CRITICISM OF MATERIALISM

One criticism of materialism put forward by the school of philosophy of existentialism.  

Materialism teaches that man is ultimately the thing, object, just like other objects.  It does not 

mean that man is the same with trees, buffalo, or table, for humans is considered to be superior.  

However, it is seen only as a fundamental human material, which is the result of processes of 

chemical elements.  philosophy of existentialism would criticize this view.  the worldview of

materialism as this reduces totality of man.  man seen only by the laws of nature, chemistry, and

biology, so it seemed just like animals, plants, and other items.  Yet human beings have the

complexity of her that could not be measured, for example when dealing with existential

moments such as decision making, anxiety, fear, and so on
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SYMBOL 

Symbol are objects, toy wind or a rose , or they may be parts of a landscape, like 

river. While a noemal image is generally used once, to complete a scence or passage, a symbol is 

often referred to repeatedly and carries meanings essential to the story. 

A literary symbol is something that means more than what it is, an object , person 

, situation, or action that ain addition to its literal meaning suggests other meaning as well. Often, 

the thing or idea represented is more abstract, general, non-or super=rational, the symbol is more 

concrete and particular.

A symbol may have more than one  meaning; it may suggest a cluster of 

meanings. Remember that, at its most effective, a symbol is like mant faceted jewel it flashes 

different colors when turned in the light. To be called a symbol, an item must suggest a meaning 

different in kind from its literal meaning, a symbol is something morethan the represebtative of 

aclass or type. We ought not to use the phrase is a symbol of when we can as easily use is or is 

an example of or or is an evidence of. 

C. DISCUSSION

Capitalism nowadays have affected people mind so that their behavior become 

materialism, which the highest value of life is judged from the side of owning wealth and 

property

Materialism can also refer to a doctrine that material success and progress are the 

highest values in life.

http://www.allaboutphilosophy.org/materialism.htm

Capitalism is the idea which the capital ownership such as land, money, and property is the basic 

way to gain success because by having capital to produce goods that can satisfy the buyers will 

make much money.

Owners of land and capital as well as the workers they employ are free to pursue 

their own self-interests in seeking maximum gain from the use of their resources 

and labor in production.
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Capitalism given birth materialism, because the capital owner or employer will pay her or 

his labors low to gain maximum profit that means having much money. These money by the 

capital owner will be used for buying expensive stuff, glamorous property, and enjoy the life in 

wealthy way. The capital owner that known as bourgeois will associate with other bourgeois or 

we can say will befriend with the same class. Capitalist will be materialist they both have the 

same point of view that the first sight is the most important thing. Performance is the foremost 

and the personal characters later. They will often ignore the personal character; they will judge 

people by the physical appearance which the nice face and fashioned dress signify good people 

while the old-fashioned and ugly face signify otherwise. 

In this chapter we will try to discuss it with criticism against materialism that D.M. 

Larson tries to convey in his play written by him in daily language. He is an author that lives 

present and sees materialism which is affected the most of people’s life. He wanted to criticize it 

with a character “Sydney” that has idealism we want to discus below

Beauty is only skin-deep

In the play entitled “Look Gets in The Way” Sydney is a girl with her idealism wants to 

people do not judge somebody by her or his physical appearance solely that many materialists 

admire. Here, Sydney wants to show that the physical appearance will deceive somebody else. 

Sydney wears an old mask to hide her beauty face.

“A woman in a little old lady mask (Sidney) is sitting at the down center table 

sitting across from an empty chair.”

Her first friend Tony cannot bear the situation when the Sydney is using old lady mask 

and feel so uncomfortable. He thought he will meet beautiful and fashioned girl in his dinner 

with Sidney. Tony thought is so reasonable if we hear the name “Sydney”, people or here 

especially men will directly think that the owner of name Sydney will be such a beautiful girl 

with nice voice but Tony finds another, he was disappointed with his first sight to Sydney that 



wear the old lady mask that of course will be old and ugly and wizened at the first sight. It makes 

Tony run off her and pretended that He was not Tony to avoid further speaking with Sydney. 

I've gotta go. Uh... I just wanted to tell you that Tony can't make it.

Even Tony after seeing Sydney with an old lady mask and use lady voice, he directly 

thinks that he had wrong table because what he thought before with what he saw is not 

appropriate. Sydney’s appearance should be as grace as her name that was Tony thought.

What we can see and read from that situation that Tony rejected Sydney because she is 

wearing an old lady mask which make Sydney’s face was hidden added with using old lady’s 

voice that make Tony run off her. 

Sydney’s reason why she wears an old lady mask because she wants people will like 

what she really are and does not want people like her because of her beauty face.

It's my way of weeding out the losers. I want to find a man who likes what I'm 

really like and doesn't let my looks get in the way.

She does it for a test the sincerity of people around her in befriending her that many 

persons now on just want to befriend with others based on everything in good looking by 

ignoring personal behavior and personal characters.

In this play Sydney rejected to be admired by Phil from many sides that she actually 

deserves to get it. She has a charming face and beautiful eyes but she does not to be liked 

physically though she admired Phil’s eyes to make Phil be confident with him.

SIDNEY

You're not ugly.

PHIL

I'm not?

SIDNEY



Take off your glasses again.

Phil does and Sidney takes a very close look.

SIDNEY (CONT.)

You have very nice eyes.

PHIL

Really? You do too.

SIDNEY

Stop that.

PHIL

What?

SIDNEY

No physical stuff now.

PHIL

But you said my eyes... and your eyes are.. well... pretty...

SINDEY

No.

She shifted the conversation about her beauty by offering Phil a hot dog again

PHIL

You're beautiful.



Sidney does her old lady voice.

SIDNEY

No.

PHIL

You are... really. 

SIDNEY

Stop.

PHIL

You don't have any reason to hide. 

Sidney makes eye contact and returns his smile. They smile at each other happily a 

moment

SIDNEY

What another hot dog?

PHIL

Sure.

Symbol to Criticize Materialism

In a play entitled Looks Get in The way has many symbols that signify the life of 

materialism. These symbols are included in the universal symbol because many people know that 

the symbol of material oriented will judge or look people by their appearance, places they often 

visit, what they eat, and even name they have or all of these we can classify in the surface 



judging. These make materialists will ignore deep-understanding people characters and easy to 

judge others by first sight.

1. Appearance

Most of people today will judge the others from the appearance merely for 

example they will appreciate more a person with coat and shinny black shoes than a 

person with t-shirt and sneakers. In the play Looks Get in The Way Sydney ignores the 

appearances that signify materialism. Sydney deliberately wears an old lady mask and 

use old lady voice to make who think materialistically will be disappointed. Sydney also 

ignores what Phil wears that night in dinner and the flower that Phil brought and gave to 

her. 

Next Phil enters. He is a nerdy looking guy in glasses and has some old 

flowers in his hand.

The flowers are a little wilted. They were pretty. I mean there is this 

wonderful flower shop but I didn't have time to go there today but I did a 

few days ago and I wanted those flowers. I don't get a date every day you 

know and I wanted this to be special, so I got the best flowers I know of 

but I want this to be great. You know what I mean.

Sidney grabs and flowers and smells them. In her old lady voice she says:

SIDNEY

They're lovely.

2. Places are often visited and foods are eaten

Most of people will ease to judge that people who often visit the high class place 

will signify as an educated people, rich men, and good looking in everything. In this play 

Sydney indeed dines in nice and romantic restaurant and take the sit in the center of it 

that means that she has a lot of money



There is a nice restaurant with a bit of a romantic atmosphere. A woman 

in a little old lady mask (Sidney) is sitting at the down center table sitting 

across from an empty chair.

However, Sydney in the last story she has offered a hot dog in such a nice and 

romantic restaurant. For the materialist what they eat and the place the visit can rise their 

prestige up but Sydney does not care of it.

PHIL

A hot dog?

SIDNEY

A hot dog.

PHIL

That is unusual for a nice restaurant like this.

3. Name

Name for materialist also is important thing to rise up their class. In the real fact 

people will admire a person who has a famous name or an impressive name and 

acknowledge them who has famous name with good person like name she or he has. Here 

in this play the name Sydney will make people think that this girl will be so beautiful, 

fashionable, and graceful but Sydney make herself different from that notion.

Ugly Mask for Good Characters

In this play why Sydney used an old lady mask is quite apparent that she wanted to test 

men she met that night. She used the mask in order that her looks does not get in the way of men 

liking her and showing a nice characters to her. She knows that men often pretending to be a 

good man in front of a beautiful girl and try to make that girl impressive with admiring, giving 

an expensive stuffs as the sign that that man likes or loves that beautiful girls and do otherwise 



toward unbeautiful girl. With using ugly mask Sydney wants to look how person behave toward 

her instead of showing her beautiful face.


